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NEW AGENT, NEW START FOR GIULIANETTI
      As the traditional summer hiatus
approaches, many actors are either tak-
ing time off as reward for a year’s work
well done, or taking time off to skip out on
their taxes.  But while many rush to put
aside their craft, the young and
exceptionally talented Vancouver actor
Stefano Giulianetti is gearing up to make a
fresh start.
      While last year can be counted as a
resounding success for the accomplished
actor, who earned credits as a Latin
fugitive on the TV series Millennium, as a
Mountain Patrolman in two Kokanee Beer
commercials, as well as for Tony 'n' Tina's
Wedding and a production at the Chan Centre, Giulianetti says he is
determined to make ’98 even better yet.
     With newly acquired agent Connie Hardie, auditioning rates will
no doubt be on the rise, especially after the second quarter of the
year, when Giulianetti's head shots, taken by well-known
photographer Nicholas Seiflo, will be available.

Did someone say
“AWA”?

That time is again upon
us: another batch of actors
prepares another monologue
and another scene to showcase
at the Actor’s Working Academy.

Among the casting direct-
ors judging this year's hopefuls
are Kristen DeWolfe, and
Michelle Allen.

But the real excitement is
mounting in anticipation of a
performance by handsome
Vancouver actor Stefano
Giulianetti, pairing up with a
former fellow student to present
what promises to be yet another
stunning performance. (He has
opted to do both a scene and a
monologue, so as to overwhelm
the judges.)

Stefano says he looks
forward to seeing casting
director De Wolfe again (who
recently cast him in two Kokanee
Beer commercials), and hopes
she will make him win the
contest.
____________________________________________
__________________________________________

CLASSIFIED

8-TRACK PLAYER - CHEAP
_______________________________________

For sale by owner, limited use 8-
Track player needs a good home
and to be fixed. (Comes with
Hawaii’s greatest hits, Alfred Apaka,
The Carpenters, Don Ho, and Others!!!)

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Dear Editor:
I found last month's article “A City
in Tears” recounting the turmoil
Stefano Giulianetti caused when
he quit Tony n’ Tina’s Wedding a
bit harsh and unforgiving, after
all, we all have to move on.
-SG (Seattle)

Dear SG,
I think you are right.

Dear Editor:
Did I see Stefano Giulianetti in a
recent Guess Jeans ad?
-GS (New York)

Dear GS,
No.

BASIC FACTS

Hair: Luscious brown
Eyes: Dreamy
Height: Ideal
Weight: Perfect
Demeanor: Striking
Age: Flexible
Sign: Scorpio, and you?
Languages: English,
Italiano and Français
_____________________

To Reach Giulianetti:
Connie Hardie Mgmt.

266-9220
or directly:

(pager): 488-7636


